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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
In recent years there has been a growing realization by 
teachers and social workers of the complexity of the 
problems displayed by pupils in the classroom. This has 
led to a need for a closer1 cooperative relationship be-tween the two professions. 
This ever increasing cooperation between the two pro-
fessions has been recognized by the many State Child Guidance 
1 
Clinics which are in existence and a greater effort has been 
made to strengthen this cooperation. 
Purpose of the Study 
The Brockton Child Guidance Clinic is unique in the 
sense that from its beginning in 1938, it has been closely 
connected with and has worked with the Brockton School De-
partm.ent and outlying areas. However, it has not become a 
part of the school system. Because of this closeness , the 
greater part of the Clinic's intake has been referrals from 
the schools . 
The purpose of 
of the relationship 
Guidance Clinic and the schools from which it receives a 
large percentage of its referrals. 
Through this examination the writer hopes to answer 
1 Franklyn c. Hochr eiter, "The Family Agency, the 
School and the Child," The Family, January, 1943. 
I 
I 
I 
lj 
1 . 
lj 
several general questions. These are: (1) What is the pay- l1 
chiatric social worker's role in this relationship? {2) What j 
role does an educational consult~lt of a school system have I 
in this relationship? (3) What general types of problems do I 
I 
the schools refer to the clinic? (4) Do teacher's attitudes, 
positive or negative, effect clinic treatment?. I! 
II 
Scope of the Study 
The Statistician of the Massachusetts Division of Mental 
Hygiene had kept a running record of all referrals to each 
clinic of the division as to date of referral , reason for 
referral, source of referral anddate of closing. The forty-
two cases used in this study were chosen on the basis of 
" reason for referral;" i .e., poor school adjustment . The 
cases were chosen from the years 1949-1951, as this seemed to 
be recent enough to show the present relationship, and at the 
same time have a study of closed cases. 
In addition to the forty-two cases , the writer has in-
eluded a study of three cases from the files of the education-1 
al consul tant of the Brockton School System. These cases are 
included to shm-1 the more specific role the educational 
consultant has in working with the clinic. All those cases 
referred t o the clinic which never reach the clinic are 
handled by the educational consultant. 
In presenting the case material the writer has used four 
categories , namely~ (1) Those cases referred by the school 
2:. 
II 
in which the child and parent were given psychotherapy and 
casework respectively, and in which there was close contact 
with the school, (2) Those cases referred by the school in 
~n~ich only diagnostic service was rendered, (3) Those cases 
'I 
jl 3. 
I 
I 
referred by the school, but never reach the clinic, (4) Those 11 
cases referred by the school in which the negative attitude 
of the teacher toward the clinic and the child affected the 
treatment. 
Table s will be included in the study to show the number 
,, 
I 
II 
'1! 
of different schools referring children , reasons for referral ) 
and distribution of age, grade and sex of the forty-two cases 1 
studied. 
Source of Material 
The case material used in this study has been obtained 1 
from the case records of the Massachusetts Division of Mental I' 
Hygiene . Three cases were obtained from the files of the 
educational consultant of the Brockton School System. 
The background history of the Brockton Child Guidance 
Clinic has been obtained from a study made by Edgar c. Yerbury 
" and Nancy Newell, as well as from annual reports of the I
Massachusetts Divi sion of Mental Hygiene, the annual reports 
of the Brockt on Child Guidance Clinic and the annual reports 
of the Brockton School Department. Members of the clinic 
staff and other employees of the Massachusetts Division of 
Mental Hygiene were consulted about the beginnings of the 
Brockton Child Guidance Clinic. 
' Information concerning the Brockton· school system as it 
relates to the clinic was obtained through an interview with 
the present educational consultant of the Brockton school 
system. 
Limitations of the Study 
The writer had hoped to learn more of the actual con-
r 
sultation that went on between the psychiatric social worker I 
I and the teacher , but this was not possible -b~cause of the 
summarized case material. 
r t was also the writer's desire to have personal inter-
views with the teachers and principals in order to obtain a 
better knowledge of their attitudes toward the clinic and the 
classroom "problem child" . However, because of the many 
!I 
time-consuming professional duties of those involved in such II 
a project, it was considered inadvisable. ll 
CHAPTER II 
DEVELOPMENT OF THE BROCKTON CHILD GUIDANCE CLINIC 
The Brockton Child Guidance Clinic is conducted under 
the auspices of the Massachusetts Division ~~ Mental Hygiene 
and is subsidized by the Brockton School Department . 
I 
I 
II 
I 
The State child guidance clinics emerged at the peak of 
the mental hygiene movement as the logical and unforeseen out-
1
1 
come of efforts to promote mental health by preventive and I 
I 
1 
early correctional treatment. During its earliest begin-
nings, 1912-1922, the child guidance · clinics were set up as 
out-patient services to mental hospitals and "The Traveling 
School Clinics". 2 This latter was set up as a means of 
examining all those children who were three years retarded in I 
movement and feared an increase of special classes . 
II· II 
Hm-tever, 
the schools. At first the schools 't-lere suspicious of this 
it was soon seen as valuable , and the schools began to rerer li 
many children to the traveling clinic. 3 In-,1920 , in addition 
to the traveling school clinic, a number of out-patient 
mental hygiene clinics were well established, giving service 
to adults and children.~. Since this time there has been a 
1 Edgar C. Yerbury and Nancy Newell, "The Development . 
of the State Child Guidance Clinics in Massachusetts," New 1 
England Journal of Medicine, August, 1945, P • 1. - 11 
2 . Ibid., P • 4• 
3 Ibid., P• 4• 
4 Ibid., p. 4• 
rurther increase in the establishment of child guidance 
clinics which are fi nance d by the Ivlassachusetts State Common-
1-real th Fund. 
II 
Of the eight clinics that were established at this time , ' 
four survived the exigencies of pioneering, another was 
resuscitated and t\-TO others were reorganized by two communi-
ties, resulting in seven established clinics . These were 
demonstration clinics planned by the National Commi t tee of 
Mental Hygiene and fi nanced by the Commonwealth Fund on a 
fi ve year plan . However , the basic philosophy, the early 
recognition and tr•eatment of maladjusted children, seemed to 
be the gu~ding influence for further financing.5 
Dr. Dougl as A. Thom, upon becoming interested in and 
es tablishing "habit clinics" spec ifically for psychiatric 
therapy for young children, in collaboration with Dr . George 
M. Kline initiated the establishment of the Division of 
Men t al Hygiene in 1920, under the Department of Mental Health. ll 
lj 
Dr . Thom then became director of the Department. State funds ., 
were then appropriated for further research and continuance I 
of child guidance clinics . 6 I 
The initial work of projecting clinics into new communi-
11 
ties was undertaken jointly by the Division of Mental Hygiene 
5 Ibid., P• 4• 
6 Ibid., P• 4. 
,, 
'I I. 
6. 
I, 
II 
1· 1. 
L 
and the Massachusetts Society for Mental Hygiene.7 In 1925, 
four clinics were in operation. Many others were started 
from this time on, some in state hospitals , others were 
primarily set up for diagnostic purposes and still others 
were in need of more clinic sessions to handle the intake . 
By 1936, there had been eighteen clinics in existence at one 
time or another, nine having been discontinued~-some because 
I 
the local response was not adequate and two , because the work j! 
I 
was assumed by state hospitals. 8 During this period various 1 
trends were evident ; many of the clinics had become a part of IJ 
community life, and were influential in the education of !I 
te achers through school conferences and in the education of 
parents through mothers' clubs, parent teacher's associations. 
The emphasis was on the intellectually normal child . Special 1 
services such as speech therapy, occupational therapy and 
remedial reading came into being .9 
The chief innovation of the Division since 1928, was the I 
I 
establishment of the Brockton Cl inic on September 30, 1938. 1 
There had been much discussion between the Director of the I
I 
Division and the Superintendent of the Brockton schools con- II 
cerning the establishment of a clinic in Brockton, and it 
7 Ibid., P• 4• 
8 Helen Leland Witmer, Psychiatric Clinics For 
Children, p. 208. 
9 Yerbury and Newell, ££• cit., p. 10. 
II 
8. 
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wasn't until actual possibility or such an establishment that 
the Superintendent sent a formal letter or request for such a 
clinic. Thus, in September, 1938, a starr was provided by 
the Division or Mental Hygiene to give service for one sess ion1 
weekly in Brockton. The Brockton School Department provided 
housing and stenographic help. By October, 1939, the request 
for more service was granted with additional funds being 
contributed by the Brockton School Department. There were 
then t"tvo half day sessions weekly with a full time psychia trio jl 
social worker. As time went on the personnel of the clinic 
staff i ncreased, with special services for speech correction, ' 
remedial reading and occupational therapy. In 1940, the 
School Department and the Clinic worked jointly in the es-
tablishment of a class for superior children. 10 This has 
been quite successful and has developed within the past twelve ' 
years. 
As in the years to follow, the largest source of refer-
rals in 1938, was from the schools, 109 or 76 per cent of the 
new cases being school referrals. During the year there were 
sixty-two clinic sessions held and 1,040 visits made by 
children to the Clinic. 
In reviewing the school year, 1938-1939, the Brockton 
School Department felt that the outstanding achievement had 
10 Ibid., P• 12. 
I' 
-=-- --11=--- - ---
been the acquisition of the clinic service. 
II 
Serious types of behavior and personality problems of !I 
average and superior children from the ages of two to 
thirteen are dealt with by these people. The clinic not 1 
only offers us a diagnostic service, but actually carries 
out a r~medi al program with the majority of the cas es 
recommendea. ll 
~Pherein was the purpose of the Child Guidance Clinic func tion- 1 
ing within the School System. The policy of the Clini c was 
to give intensive treatment consistent with the highest thera-
peutic standards to a limited number of children needing 
longed study and treatment . 
pro- ~ 
The Clinic served many children the firs t two years of 
operation and there was an ever increasing \-Val ting list during 
1940 and 19~.1. However, there was a marked decrease in referJ 
I 
rals in 1942, which was at the beginning of World War rr. 12 
But it was not long before many problems were created by the 
pressures of the war situation, and again an increase in 
referrals was observed. This increase in referrals, causing 
greater wai ting lists, continued through the years, until i n 
1945, sessions were increased to four weekly sessions or two 
full days. I t had been the hope of the clinic staff that 
with the increased sessions more intensive treatment could be 
given t o carefully selected cases, but the ever increasing I' 
11 Annual Report of the School Department of the City 
of Brockton, Massachusetts, 1938, P• 52. 
II 
12 · Annual Re~ort of the Brockton Child Guidance Clinic~ 
December 1941,-Novem er 1~2:--
II 
II 
II 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I! 
I 
II 
I 
I 
demand for service by the City of Brockton arid its adjacent 
semi-rural areas made thi s impossible ; the waiting lists 
continued t o exist . 13 As there was an increase in demand for 11 
clinic service and more sessions were provided, the Clinic 
was given a suite of rooms in the Brockton High School build- i' 
ing and the School Department subsidized funds for the in-
crease of service . The School Depar tment provide s both the 
speech therapist and reading tutOJ:• . {The Occupational Thera-
11 
py had been di scontinued in 1942.) 
The writer will discuss further in Chapter III the unique 
relationship which exists between the School System and the 
son between the Clinic and comn1unity . She is a member of all I 
profe ssional social service organizations in the community . I 
Through lectures, speeches, service on committees and so 
forth, she attempts to promote education in mental hygiene 
principles in the community. 
I 13 Yerbury and Newell, ££• £!!., P• 16. 
'I 
10. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
CHAPTER III 
THE BROCKTON SCHOOL SYSTEM IN RELATION TO THE CLINIC 
Before describing the Brockton School System the writer 
would like to quote from Jules v. Coleman---
The school is an important development of the child. \fe 
know that the formative years are from one to six but 
this continues in the school with personality traits as 
spontaneity, response to group experience , intellectual 
and emotional resourcefulness, stimulation and control 
of imaginative impulses and creativeness and richness of 
cultural integration. Often the school provides substi-
tute experience of all kinds for children whose family 
life is constrictive and depriving---such as substitute 
parental identification by means of which extensivf ego 
modification and ego strengthening may take place . 
As was noted in Chapter II the Brockton Cl i nic was 
'I II 
II 
started thr ough the interest of the Superintendent of the 
Brockton Schools . This seemed to be the stepping stone to a 
1 
I 
successful cooperative relation between the Clinic and School . 
Brockton School Sys t em: 
The Brockton School System consists of twenty-nine 
schools which are di vided geographically into four school 
districts : (1) North, (2) South, (3) East, (4 ) West. ~nese 
districts consist primarily of the elementary grades and 
junior high school, which use the Clinic because the pupils 
fall i nto the age group which the Cl inic serves. The 
Brockton High School and Vocational School do not use t he 
1 Jule s v. Coleman, "Th e Child Guidance Clinic and 
Corrl111unity" , Mental Health Progress, Mental Hygiene , October, 
19~.8. 
II 
'I 
I 
11. 
'I 
!I 
'I I I 
II 
I' 
_I 
II 
clinic services because of the age limit. There is , however, 
a guidance counselling SE;~rvice in the high school which is 
geared primarily toward educational guidance. This depart-
ment is only a few years old. 
I 
All the schools in Brockton are aware of the Clinic and II 
I its function. We would hope to surmise from this that all 
the schools are accepting of the clinic. Taking the school 
" 
system in general this would be true, but there is a need for 1 
more interpretation to the individual school . So often there I 
are teachers who believe that if one is a strict disciplinari - J 
an, the child wil l conform. There is the ever increasing 
need to educate our teachers in childhood development because 1 
of the important role the teacher plays in this development. 
The ·educa ti0nal consultant of the Brockton School De-
partment acts as the liaison between the Clinic and the 
School . Miss Roberta M. Kellogg, the present educational 
consultant, holds periodic meetings with the school princi-
pals and district principals in order to discuss school 
problems and the types of problems which might be referred to 11 
II the Clinic. Such meetings are also held with the teachers . 
The School Department has provided lectures for the teachers, 
usually given by a member of the Cl i nic, in order to give 
them a clearer picture of the Clinic function as well as an 
understanding of personality development . Many films have 
been shovm to interpret more fully the function of a child 
guidance clinic. 
II 
I 
12. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
l 
I 
:, 
II 
II 
II 
I 
I 
II 
In referring a child to the Clinic there is a special 
procedure which must be followed by the School. Each teacher 
who recognizes a child in her class as one having an emotion-
al dis t urbance or educational difficulty must fill out a 
form, including such information as the child's physical de-
velopment, school progress, emotional development and family 
background. (For this form, " Recowiaended for Case Study", 
see Appendix.) The teacher then sends t his form to the 
principal who must sign it. It is then sent to the district 
principal or directly to the educational consultant . The 
II 
educational consultant carefully reads the form to determine 
vJhether it is a case that can be handled within the School by I 
I 
diagnosis of educational needs and subsequent guidance or 
whether it can best be treated at the Brockton Child Guidance 
II Clinic. 2 Examples o:f referral s that are handled within the II 
School will be given in Chapter IV. 1 
As principals and teachers have come to have a better 
understanding of personality development and are better able 
to recognize symptoms of emotional disturbance, the referral 
reports contain more pertinent material . During the earlier 
years the reports were rather vague and generalized. 
Once the educational consultant steers a case to the 
Clinic the principal has the r esponsibility to interpret to 
2 Directions to Teachers for Referring PuPils for 
I ndividual ~ Study-. -
I 
I, 
I· 
II 
I' 
II 
I 
ll 
I 
II 
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I 
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I 
II 
I 
II 
the parents the reasons for referral . An appointment is made 
by the child's teacher or princ ipal for the parent to come t o 
the Clinic to see the psychiatri c social worker, who further 
interprets the Clinic function and the need for the parent's 
cooperation in the treatment of the child. Having the School 1 
give the parent a Clinic appointment has recently been changed 
and it is now suggested that the parent call the Clinic di- ,, 
rectly for an appointment. There have been many cases where 
parents have come to the Clinic only because of the School' s 
suggestion. There parents were found not to be sufficiently 
motivated for treatment . Once a School referral is scheduled 
for Clinic study the social worker visits the School to ob-
tain as clear a picture of the child as can be described by 
t he child's teacher . Before the social worker sees the 
specific teach er it is cleared t hrough the School principal, 
who may also give information pertaining to the child. 
These School visits are made frequently while the child is in 
treatment so that the teacher may know what is happening in 
treatment and what ps.r t she migh t play in helping the child 
with his problems . 
There have been studie s made of the clinic f unction in 
a publi c s chool setting and in one of these studies the 
emphasis was on the teacher and her part in the clinic team. 
Although the Brockton Clini c is not an integral part of the 
School System it is very closely connected with the School 
and the writer feels that it would be of value to discuss 
I 
I 
I 
.I 
I 
I 
I 
parts of the above men tioned study. Rudolph Wittenberg wri too 
I 
that " the teacher must become a co-worker of the clinician." 3 
If teachers are to become co-workers of the clinician, semi-
nar•s and lectures must be provided so that the teacher will 
have a clear understanding of the work of the clinici an. 
Wittenberg goes on to show how the t eacher is often thought 
of as a group l eader, but as this is examined further we see 
that there are certain unique fac t ors that distinguish the 
teacher as a group leader from any other group leader. For 
example : (1) the non voluntary character of her group. This 
aspect i s impor t ant if we consider the group climate and the 
poss i bility of diagnosti c information; (2) the pressures for 
satisfactory performance by the administrative and supervi se-
r y body; (3) the incubus of prescripti ve syllabi to be fol-
lowed, covered and tested; and (L~) the restrictions in arbi-
1 
trary temporal limits; that is semester, examinations . ~ 
If we keep in mind the teacher' s limitations as a group 
leader and the difficulties she finds in using clinical 
services we can unders tand why she looks at the clinic 
with mixed feelings.~ 
In order for our teachers to work more effectively with the 
3 Rudolph M. Wittenberg, "Rethinking the Clinic 
Function in a Public School Setting" , Journal of Or thop sychia-
try , October, 1944• 
4 Ibid . 
5 Ibid. 
il 
I 
il 
J 
clinic in a team relati onship we need to be more understand-
ing of them and accepting of their limitations . 
A more dynamic concept of the teacher's personali ty, her 
feel i ngs and their causations, would make it possible to 
use the teacher's resources more effectivel y---a prerequi-
site before the clinic couGd offer r advice 1 or ~wrk 
through her with children. 
Perhaps t h is last statement by Wittenberg could be effective 
if the clinic was definitely a part of the s chool system. 
Hovtever , in such a case as the Brockton Clinic i .t .woul d be 
difficul t to know the personalitie s of the individual 
teachers . But , it is well to keep in mind that the teacher 
is an individual . The psychiatric socia.l worker needs to 
keep all this i n mind as she goes out to a teacher in refer -
ence to a particular child. Many teachers and parents have 
looked upon mental hygiene as magic , which cure s the child 
as soon as he is sent to the cl i ni c. It was necessary to 
r 
I 16. 
II 
I' 
II 
educate these people and interpret to them the need for their II 
cooperation in the treatment process of the child. II 
There are still s ome schools in Brockton which do not 
accept the Clinic as a resource for treatment of emotional 
illness, but use it to refer speech cases and cases needing 
r emedial reading. However, we knm..r that speech impediments 
and reading disabilities often stem from emotional disturb -
ances . 
6 Ibid. 
,, 
\I 
_, 
li 
'I 
I 
Pre-School Conference : 
This pre-school conference is set up for the purpose of 
preparing mothers in sending their children to school for the : 
first time . Dt~ing the spring of the year that such children 
are to start school, meetings are held in the different ele-
mentary schools to which all parents of pre-school children 
are invited. There are usually three speakers at one of these 
meetings, including a teacher, the principal ~nd another 
person. Often a mother is asked to speak . The Clinic staff 
also participates in this conference. There is time for dis-
cussion and mothers are given the opportunity to visit the 
classroom while in action. An attractive booklet, " Getting 
Ready for School", is put out for the parents , giving perti -
11 nent information for this preparation. 
I 
I 
1 Special Class for Gifted Children: 
This projec t has been mentioned earlier in the chapter, 
but the writer would like to give a more detailed discussion 
of it since it shows so well hmv the Clinic and the schools 
cooperate. The class for gifted children began operation in 
1940, and has continued since that time . The aims of the 
I 
( 1 ) to class when first set up were: develop leadership I 
qualiti es in doing creative work , ( 2) to develop the max_mum 11 
capacity of each child placed in the group, (3) to charter 
the course for others to follow in the case of children who 
possess unusual mental ability. The basis of selection of 
I 
I 
,I 
I, 
I 
II 
those to be in the class were: (1) intelligence , {2) physi-
cal health, (3) personality, (4) previous school record, and 
(5) teacher's judgment. The Clini c was requested to make 
final selection of candidates for the class and no child was 
to be added to or taken from the group without the Clinic's 
approval. 
During the spring of each school year the Pitner-
CQDningham Group Test is given all third graders and any 
child receiving an I.Q. of 125 or above is to be referred to 
the Clinic for study for eligibility for the class for gifted 
children. The Clinic does a complete study of each child 
with each member of the team having a part in the study. As 
the years followed the class was found to be a therapeutic 
experience for many of the children attending and many chil-
dren with superior intelligence having an emotional distur-
bance were selected to attend the class. 
The psychiatric s ocial worker's responsibility in this 
study is to obtain a complete developmental and family 
history of the child and to make periodic visits to the class 
to confer with the teacher as to the child's progress in the 
class . 
In 19L~O, the class for gifted children was set up as a 
fourth grade class and only one class of its kind existed. 
However, in 1951, a second class for gifted children was 
added . This addition has been e xpanded so that it not.; in-
eludes fourth, fifth and sixth grades. In each classroom 
II 
18. 
r 
,, 19. 
,I 
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there are approximately twenty children who are grouped as 
fourth and fifth graders in one class and fifth and sixth 
graders in the other. In grouping the fifth grade children 
special emphasis is placed on the personality of the child 
and his progress in the fourth grade. 
Periodic meetings are held to discuss the special class 
and specific children in the class. These meetings are 
attended by the Clinic staff, the educational consultant, the 
Superintendent of Schools, and the teacher conducting these 
classes. 
Testing Program of the Brockton Schools: 
The testing progrrun of the Schools consists of the ad-
ministering of group tests for intelligence and achievement . 
The classroom teacher is usually the one to administer these 
tests. These tests are given to all pupils in the first 
grade and every other grade proceeding this. The scores of 
these tests are included in the child's school record and 
passed on from year to year. 
study and it is often this score that helps the educational 
consultant decide whether it is a Clini.c or whether it is an 
II 
I 
I 
educational problem. If the educational consultant has some 
doubt concerning the group tes t score she will then administer 
====~~ the individual Stanford-Binet Tes=t=.====== 
This testing program is primarily diagnostic in purpose , 
although benefi ci al i n the total evaluation o:f the School 
program. 
Educational Consuilitant:· 
The educational consultant plays an important role in 
the r elationship between the Clini c and the schools . I n 
acting as liaison between the Clinic and the schools the edu-
cational consultant attends Clinic staff meetings in which 
I 
school r eferral cases are discussed. The educational consul t -
1
1 
ant is available for consultation with t he psychiatrist and j, 
I 
social worker at all times. Not only do the school referrals II 
come through this office, but the educational consultant also II 
I 
helps in the making of school adjustments advi sed &y the 
Clinic. The educational consultant interprets the Clinic 
services to the dis trict principals , who in turn carry the 
respons ibility to interpr e t the Clinic services to the parents! 
I 
and the teachers. I ,, 
Although this chapter was devoted t o the discussion of 
t he Brockton School System in relation to the Clinic, the 
writer \iould l ike to add a brief discussion of the services 
rendered to the cow~unity at large and the surrounding areas I' 
of Brockton. 
The Clinic offers a consul tati on and education service 
to the community. Parent- teach er ass ociations , mother's 
clubs, social agency board members , and other similar groups :I 
20 . 
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often invite a member of the Clinic staff to speak on child 
t raining and child development. The social agenc ies in 
Brockton often consult the psychiatrist or psychiatric social 
wor ker on a specific problem. 
The surrounding areas of Brockton use the Clinic as much 1 
as Brockton does. Many cases are referred directly by the 
parents and many come f rom the school. However, many of the 
school referrals from these outlying areas are interested in 
a diagnostic evaluation. The diagnostic service rendered by 
the Clinic consists of the child and mother being seen by the ,; 
psychiatri st , intake interview done by the psychiatric social 
worker and a complete psychological done by the clinical psy-
chologist . Often there is more than one visit made to the 
Clinic by both the child and the mother . Once all three 
disciplines have obtained their necessary material, a staff 
meeting is held to draw up a di agnostic evaluation of the 
child and possible recommendations. 
If a child outside of Brockton is being t reated at the 
Cl inic , periodic visits are made to the school by the psychi - 1: 
II 
atric social worker as i s done '\·Jith those cases in Brockton. 
I 
II 
I 
II 
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CF..APTER IV 
PRESENTATION OF CASE V~TERIAL 
~ne case material presented in this thesis is based on 
the study of fo rty- two clinic cases which were felt to be 
representative of school referrals for the years 1949-1951 . 
The case s are divided into four categories . The firs t two 
categories will den1onstrate a specific type of service offered 
by the Clinic. The third category will demonstrate the type 
of cases that are referred by the school fo r study, but never 
reach the Clinic . The cases used in this category are taken 
from the files of the educational consul tant . The fourth 
category has been added t o show how the negat ive attitude of 
a teacher toward the Cl inic and the child can aff ect the 
t reatment of the child. 
Before presenting the case material the l-Tri ter woul d l ike .! 
to show some stati stic s representati.ve of the :forty- two cases 
as t o age, s ex, grade , school s represented and problems as 
referred. 
I 
I 
:I 
I 
!I 
I 
II I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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TABLE I 
CLASSIFICATION OF THE PROBL~1S AS REFERRED BY THE SCHOOLS 
TO THE CLINIC AND THE ~liMBER OF CASES REFERRED 
Problems as Referred Number Referred 
Poor school work and adjustment 18 
Speech dif ficulty 4 
r 
Reading disability 4 I 
study for special class for gifted children 2 1 
Behavior problem 11 
Diagnostic service l 
1 The largest number of referrals was made on the basis of '1 
II I 
I 
II 
'I 
II 
,, 
I 
il 
II 
I! 
poor school ad justment. The next largest was behavior prob-
lems. As these problems were further broken down there was 
not much difference as to the meaning of poor school adjust-
ment and behavior problems. Such specifi c problems as 
calling out in class , disturbing the other children while 
working, stealing, and lying were noted in the study of the 
general problem of poor school adjustment and behavior prob-
lem. 
jl 
It is interesting to note here that the number of refer- 1: 
rals made on the basis of speech an.d reading difficulties are 
quite low. This could be contributed to the possibility that 
the educational consultant was able to handle many of these 
school referrals wi thin her own setting. There are some 
schools in Brockton which have their own remedial reading 
program and it is only those children whose reading difficulty ! 
I 
h 
'I 
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is thought to be rooted in an emotional problem who come t o 
the Clin c for remedial reading. 
Many cases are referred by the surrounding areas of 
Brockton for diagnos tic service. However, out of the forty-
two cases it is noted that seven cases were closed with only 
diagnostic service rendered. Four of these seven were cases 
from the Brockton schools where the parent was not motivated 
for treatment and withdrew upon completion of the initial 
study. The remaining three cases receiving diagnostic service! 
viere referred from the surrounding areas indicating request 
for diagnostic service . This is shown in the table . 
1j The following two tables will show the distribution of' II 
!I grade, age and sex of the forty-two cases. I 
TABLE II t 
I 
DISTRIBUTION OF GRADE AND AGE OF BOYS 
Grade 
Age 
6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 
II I 8 2 
II 3 2' 1 ,, 
III 4 1 II I V 2 1 1 
II v 1 3 
VI 1 1 
VII 1 
VIII 1 1 
Total 8 5 6 3 2 1 5 1 3 
,, 
'I 
!I 
1: 
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Grade 
I 
II 
III 
IV 
v 
VI 
VII 
VIII 
TABLE III 
DISTRIBUTION OF GRADE A~ID AGE OF GIRLS 
6 
Total 
7 
1 
1 
2 
8 
1 
1 
9 
1 
1 
2 
Age 
10 11 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
12 13 
In computing the age and grade level of those children 
referred to the Clinic by the school it is interesting to 
note that the largest number (el~ven) were in grade I . This 
may be an indication that more .first grade teachers are be-
coming a~rare of emotional problems in children and the neces-
sity of securing treatment for them at as early a stage as 
possible to prevent further school difficulty . Of course we 
must not rule out the fact that there may also be special 
'I 
I 
II 
II 
I 
problems of adjustment when children first enter school , and 11 
I II 
t he se may be more obvious . As v-1as mentioned in Chapter III , 'I 
teachers have become more selective in referring children to I 
the Clinic and are more aware of personality development as 
more emphasis has been placed upon this in teachers' and 
.I 
I 
I 
i' 
I 
II principals' meetings . 
I 
I 
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I 
I 
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Most of the children r eferred are between the ages of 
six and twelve which is the latency stage of development . 
"Although we often think of this stage as the quiescent 
period, it is during this period that we commonly see more 
children with neurotic manife sta t ions . 111 
II 
Of the forty-two cases , thirty-four were boys as compared JI 
to eight girls. This gives a ratio of f our to one . One 
could surmise that the more obvious and aggressive symptoms 
found among boys , rather than the girls who tend to be quieter 
I 
and more pas sive because of the mores still surrounding the 
female sex, are noticed by the t eacher and referred to the 
Clinic for help. 
Of the twenty-nine schools in Brockton f ourteen are 
represented in the forty-two cases studied. These school s and
1 
the number of referrals will be seen in t he table that f ollows. 
1 English and Pearson, Emotional Problems of Living, 
W.l.rJ. Nor t on and Company, I nc ., N. Y., 194.5, P• 15'5.-
26. 
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TABLE IV 
SCHOOLS REPRESENTED IN THE FORTY-TWO CASES 
School 
Huntington 
Lincoln 
st. Patrick 
Whitman 
Sylvester 
McKinley 
Ellis Brett 
Shaw:· 
Harshall 
Howard 
James Edgar 
Copeland 
Wi throp 
Forrest Avenue 
Total lq. 
Number of Referrals 
7 
3: 
1 
1 
1 
1 
3 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
26 
Not only are the schools in Brockton using the Cl:l.nic 
but, also the schools in the su~rounding areas. 
towns are represented in the forty-two cases . 
Eleven small il 
Table V will 
show the to-vms r epresented and the number of referrals from 
each. 
I! 
,, 
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TABLE V 
OUT-OF-TO\vN SCHOOL REFERRALS AND NUMBER OF REFERRALS 
Town Number of Referrals 
Avon 1 
Sharon 1 
stoughton 2 
West Bridgewater 4 
Duxbury 1 
Hanson 2 
Seekonk 1 
Holbrook 1 
Abington 1 
Plymouth 1 
Middleboro 1 
Total 11 16 
These latter two charts give a good representation of 
the many schools in Brockton and the surrounding towns that 
are using the facilities of the Clinic. 
The writer will now presen·t cases to demonstrate each 
category as suggested in the Introduction Chapter. 
(1) Those cases referred bX the school in which the child and 
parent 1.vere given psychotherapy and casework respectively, 
and in which there was close contact with the school . 
Thirty-three cases of the forty-two studied were found 
to fall in this category. Four of the se will be presented. 
The focus of each will be on the work carried on with the 
I 
I 
II 
I 
I 
li 
I 
I 
II school by the psychiatric social ll'1orker . 
II 
!I 
,, Case I. 
I 
I 
li 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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I 
II 
I' 
stephen, an attr a ctive, bright youngster, was referred 
to the Brockton Child Guidance Clinic because of poor 
s chool adjustment and general immaturity. At the time 
of referral stephen was seven years old and in the 
second grade. The school f elt that he was mos t immature, 
interested in playing and 1r-~atching others rather than 
doing his 1.-10rk. He was not able to follow directions, 
his reading and spelling were very poor and manual 
skill s undeveloped. The school gave him an r .Q. of 109 
on the group test administered and when tested at the 
Clinic he received a score of·ll4 on the stanford Binet. 1 
It was noted at intake that mother was aware of 
stephen's distractive behavior in the classroom and 
s t a ted that he was this way even before entering school. 
This behavior was noted in the first grade and the 
teacher at that time was concerned wi th his lack of at-
tention . Ho~-rever, mothe r does not bla-me the teach ers 
for this . Hother helped him with his reading while in 
the :first grade and she would frequently visit the 
teacher for suggestions in helping him. At the end of 
h is first year stephen was promoted on trial since 
mother had helped him and hi s reading had improved. 
However, as he entered the second grade he " floundered 
around" and the teacher had to place him in . the 1m-rest 
group in the second grade . This teacher was not too 
accept ing of stephen and felt that he should have been 
kept in the first grade. 
After the i nitial study was made at the Clinic the 
social worker visited the t eacher to interpret the 
clinic study . The teacher was urged to go along with 
stephen in view of h i s psychological report . With this 
understanding, social worker felt that teacher would 
cooperate with Cl inic but was not one to draw out a , 
child or identify sufficiently with him to stimulate him 1 
beyond his regular pattern. It was also suggested to 
teacher that she discourage mother from giving s t ephen 
outside help in school work . 
Stephen was given a reading analysis and the reading 
tutor felt that he could benefit from remedial r e ading 
which was given . Along wit;h social worker ' s contact 
with teacher there were frequent conferences between 
reading tutor and teacher so that teacher might know 
I 
the 1 
29. 
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where Stephen was in his reading. 
I 
Although the teacher was at first agai nst Stephen hav ing 
been promoted to second grade she became more accepting 
of his remaining there . The Clinic felt that Stephen 
was a very neurotic child who needed much warmth and 
acceptance within the classroom. The more i n terpreta-
tion given the teacher the more accepting she was of him. '· 
I 
I 
By the end of second grade term stephen 'l•Ias trying harder11 
and doing better. Teacher nmv felt that he had a good 
I grasp of . grade one and could repeat grade two. Stephen 
1
1 
had a differnet teacher as he repeated second. grade and ~ 
seemed to progress at a normal rate . By the end of that 
year stephen was ready for a full promotion to the third 
grade . 
Along with remedial reading Stephen was also receiving 
psychotherapy and improvement was seen in all areas . 
· Discu.ss.!ll.on: 
There were nine school visits made by the psychiatric 
social worker to discuss with Stephen's teacher his p~ogr~sa 
and .development as seen at the Clinic. The social worker 
firs t had to help this teacher to understand Stephen's diffi -
culties . The psychological findings were interpreted to the 
1 teacher and she was urged not to pressure stephen in his 
I 
;I 
.: 
li 
/1 school work, but to let him go at his own pace. This was also, 
I discussed with the principal, who went along wi th the recom-
mendation. 
As the teacher began to sho\v more warmth and acceptance 
of Stephen, she began to see a change in him. She then dis-
cussed this with the soc ial worker who in turn further en-
couraged her to continue sh.ovdng him warmth and acceptance . 
Also, stephen began to work up to his mental capacity and was 
I 
I 
I· 
II 
II 
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reading at grade level. 
Without the clo se contact with the school it may have 
taken a much longer time before a change was evident . 
Cas e II. 
Richard, a fourteen year old boy, was referred to BCGC 
by the school because of poor school adjustment . The 
school also reported that Richard often seemed lonely 
and morose much of the time. At time of referral 
Richard was in the eighth grade . His tea cher at this 
time stated that Richard was doing little or no work, 
but just sat in the classroom. His mother had reported 
to the teacher that Richard was often lonely and f eels 
that no one likes him. 
Once clinic opened the case it was evident that mother 
was concerned wi th the way Richard behaved and was 
willing to have Clinic take over in order to tell him he 
should be more appreciative of mother and obey her. 
Father had died when Richard was seven and mother feels 
that she has had quite a struggle bringing up the chil-
dren and has been somewhat restricting and punishing to 
t hem. Hother allo't.J"S t he boy no privacy and had high 
aims for him socially and i ntellectually. 
:rvruch work was done with the school in trying to help 
Richar d i n his social and school adjustment. The 
District Principal was consulted many times and he 
presented Richard as being in a complete state of 
apathy. Principal felt that Richard's marks had changed 
'I 
for the worse. He was thought to be interested in I 
sports but did not excel in any one of them. Both I 
principal and teacher wer e interes ted in helping this j 
boy, but despite their attempts he remained rather with-
1 
drawn and seemed to have "a shell around him". Through 
the school the soc ial 'tvor ker tried to i nterest Richard 
i n Boy Scouts or possible camp for the sQmraer. This 
was not discussed with mother since it was felt that she 
would push him into these things against his will . 
The Clinic did not carry through with this cas e be cause 
neither Richar d nor Mother was motiva te d to treatment. 
Mother was not able to accept "Clinic" as her aim was 
to have "Clinic" show Richard how to behave. Richard on 
the other hand stopped a t tending the Clinic because of 
his identification of Clin i c -vlith his over -solicitous 
mother . 
31. 
I! Discussion: 
j/ I'1any parents 1-rho refer their children to a clinic, do so 
11 with the attitude of having the clini c tell the child he must 
behave . \'Ve see this attitude in Richard's mother. She felt 
that Richard did not appreciate her and since she had done 
so much for him he should shoH more respec t for her. 
The teacher and principal were concerned about Richard 
and 1.>1ere anxious to have him treated at the Clinic. There 
were three school visits made by the psychiatric social 
worker as well -as several lengthy telephone conversations 
with the principal. The majority of the contacts with the 
school were held with the principal rather than the teacher. 
The principal and the social worker tried to interest Richard 
in many outside activities, none of which he accepted. 
Richard was being seen by the psychiatrist on a regular 
basis and mother was seen by the psychiatric social worker . 
Mother resisted treatment and broke many appointments and 
' j 
I 
II 
finally withdrew. Richard- also began to miss appointments 
and after an attempt to bring them back to the Clinic the care l 
was closed. Richard had five interviews with t he psychia-
tri st . 
The social t>Iorker informed the school that the Clinic 
was closing the case since neither mother nor Richard were 
ready to accept treatment . The principal was disappointed 
in hearing this and felt that the school could try to help 
him as much as possible. 
., 
,, 
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Al thoLlgh this case was not carr ied on by the Clinic , it 
is a good illustration of the cooperation be tween the Clinic 
and the school . 
Case III. 
Jean, a six year, eleven month old child, was r eferred 
t o BCGC y t h e s chool. The problem at int ake was poor 
school adjustment, " very unhappy" , and " feel s nobody 
l oves _er" . J ean lived vii th her mother, f ather , younger 
bro the r Paul, maternal gr·andmother and step-grandfather . /1 
She was attending a school and i..J"as in grade II. 
' MGM brought J e an to Clinic for the initi al interview 11 
because mother worked . As MGl1I t ells the story she re - 1 
lates most of J ean ' s emotional difficul t i es to her re - I 
lationship t·dth her father. Father Has in s ervice when I 
Jean was born and he was discharged when she vms three. 1 
Father -v;as not at all tolerant of Jean's shyness and !I 
would ridicule Jean for this saying, " I don ' t like girls, 
they are no good. " It was not long after this that 
mothel'' became pregnant and f ather said he hoped it was 
a boy. When the new baby arrived, father -vms the first II 
to tell Jean that it was a boy, and at that time Jean 
burst into tears and it was quite a while until someone 'I 
coul d calm her down. 
Since this time Jean has had many crying spells . Her 
first year in school was described as being rat her up-
setti ng . She wa s inattenti ve, jumped up from her seat;, 
bur st into tears at t h e sl i ghtest provocation. When-
e ver she was k pt after school she became 11 almost 
hysterical" . 1'-'lGM had talked v.ri th first grade teacher 
concerni ng Jean's difficul ties and this seemed to help 
somewh at . 
Jean entered second grade i n September, 194~ and got 
off to a bad start . Her work was poor and she c r ied 
e asily . She seemed to be :frightened of her teacher and 
no t sure of herself. The soci al 1.vorker t alked with the 
t eacher and gave her a. picture of the child as she was 
seen a t Clinic . Thi s particular teacher had not been 
aware of J ean's difficul t ies , but seemed most ready to 
cooper ate in whatever way Clinic felt she could be o:r 
h e lp . I t was f elt that teacher coul d gi ve J ean s ome 
special attenti on at times and give her j obs to do such 
as dus t erasers or wash the blackboards as most children il 
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like this . After this Jean began to show improvement 
in school and she -vras gradually working up to her 
superior intelligence, 12LJ. I. Q.. 
Jean saw the psychiatrist regularly while MGM saw social 
worker . Social worker also kept in very close contact 
with the school. 
There was much upheaval i n the family and mother and 
father• wer•e having marl tal difficulties. Jean witnessed 11 
a scene vrhere father became quite abusive toward mother, 1 
r uining the kitchen furniture and finally leaving the 1 
home . This again caused many crying spells. However, 
as she entered third grade she seemed better adjusted, II 
making good marks and not so sensitive. Social worker 
contacted third grade teachier
1 
who washmost wilil ing to 1. 
be of assistance to the Cl n· c. Teac er cons dered 1 
Jean to be one of her best pupils, doing excellent work. I' 
Teacher also felt that Jean was better emo tionally than 
1 
before . \ 
I 
Discussion: 
Eight school visits wer·e made by the psychiatric social 
wor k er> during the year and a half that this case was activ e. 
These visi ts were made periodically to info1--rr1 the teacher of I 
the movement that was seen at the Clinic. In turn t he social 
worker learned what was happening to Jean in school. With 
this exchange of knowledge both discipl i nes had a better 
understanding of Jean and could proceed toward the go als of 
treatment more effectively. With the Clinic and the school 
working together J ean was helped to work up to he r capacity. 11 
Je an sa-v,r the psychiatrist twenty times. Maternal grand- I 
mother was seen by the social worker fifteen times. 
case IV. 
Peter was referred to BCGC because of his inability to 
do school work and general behavior. Peter a t this time I 
34. 
was seven years, .five months old and in the first grade. 
He is the second o.f two children , with older brother 
being sixteen. This older brother i s very intolerant 
of Peter, who is qui te distractible , hyperactive , im-
mature and dependent . · 
II 
I 
I 
,. 
\'.fhen tested at Clinic Peter was .found to be o.f low-
average intelligence with a question o.f poss ible organic 
basis . He had had a severe illness at eighteen months 
and a history o.f rheumatic .fever. Upon study at the 
Clinic , psychiatrist recommended that Pe ter have a neuro - 1 
logical and it was also recorrnnended to the school and 11 
mother that they not push or pressure this boy. The 11 
social worker vis ited the school and interpreted psy-
. chia trist 1 s recommendation to t he principal. On a later>· 
visit by worker it was learned that Pe ter 's teacher was 1 
quite irritated with h i s behavior almost to the point 1 
o.f resigning. The principal was upset about t h is and 
assured the worker tha t he did not want to lose a good 1\ 
teacher because o.f one pupil. vJorker then re-inter-
preted the reco~Iaendation as meaning that teacher should 
not pressure Peter in school work but that a definite 
disciplinary stand should be taken. 
However, since there was question o.f Peter ' s pr omotion 
to grade two and the possibility o.f having the same I 
teacher, the principal auggested that he be trans.ferred 
to another school. Bo th psychiatrist and mother ac- II 
cepted this plan and Pe t er a ttended another school .for 
grade two . Pe ter did much better a t the new school and II 
seemed to be more con.forming to class discipline. 1 
Throughout this school year improvement was seen and 11 
teacher was mos t unders tanding o.f his capabilities·, let-
ting h i m go along at his own pace. However , there was II 
a question of promoti on for Peter. Pe ter was then 
promoted to grade three and his needs and dif.ficultie s 
were interpreted to his third grade teacher . This new 
teacher did not see Peter as a behavior problem and 
i'elt that his school \-Jork was a little weak but did not 
seem upset over this. 
Discussion: 
This case in particular shows how the school and the 
Clinic can work together in the best interests of the child 
and the school. Here we see the .first grade teacher ur1able 
to accept the Clinic reco:rn..mendations and the ease with which 
I 
I 
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transfer from one school to another was made rather than stir I 
up any unnecessary hostility f rom the teacher. 
The psychiatric social worker made six visits to the 
two schools in connection with this case . The psychiatrist 
saw Peter twenty times and the social worker saw the mother. 
(2) Thos e cases referred by the school in which only diag-
nostic service was rendered . 
Many of the cases referred to the Clinic from the outly-
ing areas of Brockton requested only diagnostic service. As 
the writer found in studying such cases most children referre~ 
were doing very poor school work and there was question of 
retardation and possible placemen t in special class . 
Of the forty-two cases studied three were referred for 
diagnostic evaluation. However, four other cases were closed 
as having rece ived only diagnostic service . This latter was 
found to be true when the mother and child would withdraw 
from Clinic after initial study because they were not moti -
vated for treatment . These later four mentioned were not 
included in the first category. 
This indicates that although the school may refer a 
case, an authoritarian role does not exist on the par t of 
either the school or the Cl inic to force the acceptance of 
service, even though a great need for treatment is evident . 
The fol lowing two cases will demonstrate those cases 
that are r eferred to Clinic for a diagnostic eval uation . 
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Case I. 
David, age twelve years, one month, 1-.ras referred to BCGC 
by the superintendent of schools for a diagnostic evalu-
ation. The school felt that this boy lacked ability to I 
do school work. David entered grade I at age six and I 
one-half . He repeated this grade as 1r1ell as grade II. 
He was then advanced to grade III and IV only because 
1 
of his age . At time of referral David was in the fourth i/ 
grade and was not able to do more than beginning firs t 
grade work . 
David was a small, good looking lad, neatly dressed. 
His mother placed all the blame of his slowness in 
learning onto the school . She criticized the teachers 
and felt that they should have given David help after 
school hours . 
Through individual psychological testing at the Clinic, 
David received an I.Q. of 54. Since there were no 
special classes at the school the Clinic recommended that l 
David be a.llowed to sit out the school year in the regu-
lar classroom. Then it was suggested that he be regis- I 
tered Nith the Division of Mental Deficiency. I 
Discussion: 
Once the superintendent ob tained these recommendations 
from the Clinic he was on surer ground and was able to inter-
pret the recomraendations to the parents. The psychiatric 
I 
social worker, "tvho had seen David's mo ther at intake, saw her l 
again in order to interpret to her the Clinic's findings. II 
Mother was helped to accept this as reality and further help 
in planning for David was offered by the social worker . 
Case II. 
Joh...n, age twelve years, three months, "tvas refer·red to 
BCGC by the school nurse for psychological testing and 
recommendation of what this boy was capable of doing. 
John~ who 1.vas then in the fifth grade, is the youngest 
of five boys, the o ther four being two sets of twins , 
II 
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twelve years and nineteen years his senior respectively. 
It was felt upon interviewing mother that she was ex-
tremely over-protective and over-anxious and was unable 
to ad.niit any difficulty or pr>oblem in this boy . J ohn 
had had difficulty learning in school since the first; 
g ade which he s tal'' ted at age six, and repeated because 
of nmnerous absences. Mother projected all of John's 
school difficulty onto the school and poor tea.ching .in 
t he first grade. 
According to the school reports John was completely 'lin-
able to do the school work . The school -was interested 
in knowing if John was a special class pupil. 
The psychological given by clinical psychologist revealed 
that John was of dull-normal intelligence, giving him 
an I.Q. of 88 on the We chsler-Bellevue and 65 I.Q. on 
'I 
I 
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the Stanford Binet. The psychologist, hmvever, felt that 
John could do some type of manual work and earn a living 
as he gre1;-1 up. The social t.;orker interpreted the recom- II 
mendations to the school and a full report of the psycho-
logical was sent to the school. Neither psychotherapy j 
for John nor casework for mother was recommended. 
(3) Those cases referred by the school but never reach the 
Clinic. 
This category has been included to show more clearly how 
the educational consultant handles those cases which she does 
not send to the Clinic. These cases are never discussed with 
the Clinic; therefore, no mention of Clinic personnel will 
be included in the discussion of the cases. Also the two 
cases pre sented in this category are apart from the forty-two 
Clinic cases studied. 
Case I. 
James, who is ten years old and in the third grade, vms 
referred for reco~mendation as to placement and pro-
cedure to follow. The teacher felt that he had not 
I 
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adjusted himself to work vJi th groups in the classroom 
or school yard. He had poor concentration, was not able 
to follow directions and other children resented his 
I 
I 
II 
I breaki ng of rules . 
James was known to have had 
in the second grade, but no 
were noted. 
a serious virus disease whilel 
other physical complaints · 
On the California Form he re ceived an I.Q. of 72 while 
in the first grade and an I.Q. of 88 in the second grade. 
Because of these scores the educational consultant felt 
that this vlas primarily an educational problem and gave 
James the individual stanford Binet Test. This r evealed 
that J ames was of average intelligence. 
Discus sion : 
The educational consultant handled this case by support-
ing the teacher in doing a s much for James as possible since 
he was of average intelligence. The educational consultant 
did not feel that James was an emotionally disturbed child; 
therefor e, did not refer him to the Clinic . 
Case II. 
I 
I 
II 
II 
II 
II 
'I 
j: 
Donald, ten years old and in the fourth grade, was re - 1l 
fe rred by the school through the request of his parents. !1 
The teacher reported that Donald is a quiet, reserved 11 
child who works well, does the very best he can and is 
liked by all. He is the middle child of three in a well- 1 
to-do home. His parents earnes tly desire to understand 
him and help him. Donald appears to be confused much 
of the time and is a chronic nailbiter. 
He received a total score of 115 on the california Form. 
Discussion: 
The educational consultant felt that this was a case for 
psychotherapy but since the parents were in a position to 
afford private treatment, the educational consultant discus sed 
39. 
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this with them and steered them accordingly. 
The writer might add here that the present educational 
consultant has a good orien tation to social work and i!S capable 
of handling such cases as were given above . 
I' 
(4) Those cases referred by the school in which the negative ,I 
attitude of the teacher toward the Clinic and the child af- · 1 
fected the treatment. 
One of the outstanding conditions which determine the 
success or failure in child-teacher relationships has to 
do with2 the question of objectivity of attitude and be-havior. . 
We expect all teachers to have this objectivity in 
"to-TOr king with the children in her classroom, but the teacher, 
too, has feelings. Often certain children and their behavior 
I 
might elicit specific personal reactions in teachers . In suchl 
a case the teacher may dislike the child and refuse to accept 
II 
reconnnenda tions offered by the Clinic . Then one might as k , :j 
I 
11Why did the teacher refer the child to the Clinic if she did II 
not accept the Clinic?" As the writer studi ed the cas e ,J 
records it was found that teachers showing this negative atti-
tude usually referred the child because of poor school work 
and were anxious to have the child placed in a special class . 
The cases used to illustrate this category were taken 
from the group of cases that wa s included in the fi r st 
2 Douglas Thom, Everyday Problems of the Everyday 
Child, p. 295. 
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category. As the f irst category points up so clearly the 
affect of a posi.tive attitude of a teacher in the treatment 
of a child, the writer feels that it is necessary to show the 
affect of a negative a t titude of a teacher in t he treatment 
of a child. This was noted in four of the cases . 
case r. 
Ellen v.ras eight years old and in t h e third grade when 
r eferred to BCGC . Her problem at r eferra l was irnmaturi- " 
I ty, telling imaginative stories, and stealing . Ellen 1 
,, 
is the oldest of three children and the only girl of d 
very young parents. She has been subjected to many 
traumatic events such as the death of her baby brother 
of pneumonia while all ch ildren were i ll wlth chicken 1 
pox , the sudden death of the boy next door and of anothe~ 
youngster. She thinks and talks often of her baby 
brother's death and fantasies about a new baby in the 
house . 
Ellen started school in a French-speaking parochial 
school and finds the transition to an English-speaking 
public school difficul t, although she possesses superior 
intelligence . She has stolen at school and has shown 
immature behavior cons i st ing of poor sociability, disre- ~~~ 
gard for authority, telling imaginative stories and 
produced weird drawings . Mother does not appear to be 
overly intelligent or "strong mind.ed". The outstanding 
stre gths in working with this child are her I.Q. whi ch 
is 116, her good phys ical health and the good economic 
s tatu s of the family . 
I n working with Ellen ' s teacher, the social worker found 1 
her to be a very strict disciplinarian . Any i nter pret-
ation given her by Clinic concern ing Ellen was re j ected 
and a s she talked about Ellen it was felt t hat there 
was much negative feeling toward the child . Neither 
would the teacher accept t he i n terpreta tion of the psy-
chological report and felt that Ellen could never learn. 1 
Since the case was opened during the spring term it was 
decided that no steps be taken to change Ellen's class-
room as she would be getting a new· teacher upon entering 
fourth grade. The educational consultan t talked with 
the principal of the school concerning promotion as 
there was question of this . 
II I 
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Ellen was promoted and her f ourth orade teacher was much 
more accepti ng and h el pful. Ellen did not show much 
improvement whi le r eceiving psychotherapy i n the t hird 
grade. 
Discussion: 
I' 
I 
jl 
The psychiatri c social worker visited Ellen ' s thi rd grade~ 
t eacher four times . Du~ing the first interview t he s ocial 
teacher ~~ worker noted a definite negative atti tude of this 
toward the child. As r ecommendations made by the psychiatrist 
were discussed with the teacher sh e did not cmnment on them. 
Later the social worker learned that the recommendations were 
rejected. This teacher verbal ized that she did not thi nk 
that Ellen could do third grade work and would not accept the 
interpretation of the psychologi cal report . 
Th.e social worke r tried to help this teacher be more 
accepti ng of Ellen by accepting the teacher and the diffi -
culties she had withi n the c_assroom . Although much interest 
was shown t o t 1.e t e ficher• in working lrJi th Ellen, the t eacher 
remained re j ecting. As there was question of Ell en ' s romo-
tion to t;he fo urth gr·ade, the social wor ker conferred with 
the educational consul tan t v.rho in turn worked through the 
school in seeing that Ellen was promoted. 
Ell en was seen by the psychiatr·i st throughout the third 
grade and no movement was shown. Hm.;ever , as Ellen entered 
the fourth grade having a ,;arm, ac cepting teacher , movement 
was seen. 
II 
I 
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Case II. 
Carl, age seven years, six months, was re f erred to BCGC 
by the school because of behavior. carl was in the 
first grade at time of refer1•al and was thought to be 
unmanageable . He was descr·ibed as be ing very aggressive, !! 
sensitive and easily excitable having a quick temper. 1 
The first grade teacher had a difficult time with Car·l 
and ~·wuld punish him sevel~ely. However, finding that 
this did not help. He was very disl"Upting in the class- 11 
room and many times the teacher would have him in the 
corner for the day . From the tone of the social service II 
record it seemed that neither the teacher nor the princi-11 
pal was willing to accept the Clinic's recornrnenda tion, 
1 
even though they had referred the child to Clinic . Des- · 
pi te Carl r s high average intelligence he was not learning!! 
in school. However, it was felt by the Clini c and edu-
cational consultant that he should be promoted . 11 
\ll}'hen the soc ial wo rker visited the school to i nterpret 'I 
Clinic's recommendation that Carl be promoted , the 'I 
principal informed the worker that plans had already been 1 
made and it was too late for recommendations . · I 
Carl repeated grade I but had a different teacher . This , 
helped and Carl began to wor·k up to his capacity. 
Discussion: 
This case ~vas referred to the Clinic during the spring. 
The social wor ker was able t o make three school visits. The 
social worker i nterpreted to the teacher and the principal 
the fi ndings of the clinic. The teacher was urged to help 
Carl by letting him do sp~cial favors for her in order to 
give him a ~eeling o~ importance and acceptance. This was 
not accepted by the teacher and she continued to punish him 
for his many misdemeanors . 
carl's case was discussed at the Clinic staff meeting . 
I t was suggested that the social worker speak with the 
I 
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principal and offer the recornrnendat ion that Carl be promoted 
since he has high-average intelligence. As was seen in the 
I 
II 
ll 
II 
case summary the principal did not accept this reco~mendation , 
and carl repeated the first grade. 
It is difficult to knmv just why it is that certain 
children are not accepted by some teachers and principals, 
who are unwilling to accept Clinic recommendations to help I I, 
II 
these children. Ill The school from which this case was referr·ed 
had worked cooperatively with the Clinic on othe!' cases that 
they referred. Perhaps, as Wittenberg said, we need to have 
a better understanding of the teacher's personality, then we 
might knm·.r why cert~:dn children cause a teacher to react in 
a ersonal negative fashion toward them. 
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CHAPTER V 
SUMVillRY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The purpose of this project was to study the relation-
ship ·that exists between the Brockton Child Guidance Clinic 
and the schools . This relationship had its beg i nning when 
the Brockton Child Guidance Clinic was first establish ed 
through the r equest of the Superint endent of the Brockton 
School Department . 
'I 
I n formulating the study of this relationship, the 'I wri ter:1 
discussed the beginnings of the Brockton Child Gui dance il Clinicil 
and the Brockton School System as i t relates to the Clinic. 
The servi ces of the Brockton Child Guidance Clinic to t h e 
surrounding areas was also brought out. Much of the service 
to the surrm.mding areas is diagnostic. However , there are 
several cases I..J"hi ch are referred by these schools which demanl J 
i ntensive treat ment . To further examine thi s existing, posi- ,, 
tive relationship between the Cl inic and the s chool s , forty -
two cases , which were f elt to be representati ve of school 
referrals, were studied. 
Th r ough the use of tables the wri ter was able to give a 
statistical picture of t he types of referrals made by the 
schools, the different schools making referrals, and the age , 
s ex and grade of the children referred. Of the tv1enty-nine 
schools in Brockton fourteen are repre sented in the f orty-
two cases studied. Also, there was a good representation of 
ll 
I· 
I 
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out-of-town schools making use of the Clinic. 
The r·easons for referrals shovJ'ed that the teachers are 
more aware of the more aggressive symptoms of maladjustment 
II 
I 
'I 
rather than the quiet passive symptoms that are so often seen I 
in the emotionally disturbed child. Hore boys t han girls , 
were represented in the forty- two cases. I n our American 
culture boys have a tendency to be more aggressive than girls 
and this is often the case in the classroom. We should help 
the teacher recognize the less obvious sympton1s of emotional 
disturbance so that those children may also benefit from 
Clinic services. Many cases were referred on the basis of 
speech difficulty and reading disabili t y which may al so stem 
from an emotional dis turbance . 
Generally, the schools , both in Brockton and the sur-
rounding areas have accepted the Clinic and its function has 
been the greatest source of referral . As years have gone by, 1 
the principals and teachers of the schools have become more II 
a"'..rare of the emotional problems withi n children and are being IJ 
more selective in the children they refer to the Clinic . 11 
Huch of this can be contributed to the educational consultant 11 
who acts as the liaison between the school and the Clinic . 
Within the pastreven years more interpretation of the Clinic 
and its function has been given to the principals and the 
teachers. Yet, one cannot stop interpreting, and there is 
still a great need for further interpretation. There is a 
need to i nterpret to the individual teacher, as there are 
I 
I, 
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still those who do not accept mental hygiene and its princi-
!I 
I 
I ples as seen in a child guidance clinic . 
Before 1953, it was the responsibility of the 
I 
individual I, 
school to contact the parents of the child who was being re-
ferred to Clinic. I t had been the school's responsibili ty 
to interpret Clinic service to the parents and give them an 
appointment to see the psychiatric social worker . Today, 
however, the school still has the primary contact with the 
'I 
I' 
I 
I 
r 
I 
parent to interpret why they, the school, have referred their ,: 
I' 
child to the Child Guidance Cl inic . I t is then suggested by 11 jl 
the school that the parent contact the Clinic for an appoint - :, 
ment, which lessens the responsibility of the school of the 
full interpretation of the Clinic. 
1 A study on this same subject in 1947 had concluded a 
need for "an expanded interpreta tive progrma {which) would 
serve to meet the need of the development of skills of school 
II 
personnel in the making of the initial contacts with parents. "ll 
I 
This need is still indicated today. However, vJ'i th the change ', 
in policy of the parent calling the Clinic for an appointment )I 
the parent an appointment, II rather than having the school give 
one would surmise that there would be less need for school 
personnel to be doing the interpretative job to the parent. 
1 Elizabeth Jane Davis, "A Study of the cases Re-
ferred to the Brockton Child Guidance Clinic by the Schools 
of Brockton and the Surrounding Tot-mships in 1945." Un-
published Nasters Thesis, Boston University School .of Social 
Work, Boston, 1947• 
II 
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"ltle must no t forget that even today the teacher still has the lj 
ini t1al contact with the parent in reference to referring a II 
child, and a good interpretation is needed at this time. 
The forty - two cases were studied from several points of 
view: (1) The role of the psychiatric social worker, (2) 
Cases receiving only diagnostic service, (3) Cases revealing 
the affect of treatment whene ver the negat i ve attitude of a 
teacher toward the child and clinic was evident . Not all 
cases referred by the school come to the Clinic. The edu-
cational consultant is repons ibl e for this in that all cases 
I 
I 
,, 
II 
referr•ed by the school must first go through t he educational 
I 
From thi s office it is determined which J consultant's office. 
case will go to Clinic. 
!I 
As the educational consultant is the liaison between the 
school and the Clinic, the psychiatric social worker is the 
liaison between the Clinic and the school . I t is a policy of , 
the Clinic that the ps chiatric social Horker make periodic 
v_sits to the school i n all cases referred by the school . 
pr esentation of the cases it was noted that the psychiatric 
social worker shared with the teacher the Clinic study of a 
chi l d. This was emphasi zed in the di s cussion of the first 
four cases presented. Through this the teacher is made to 
feel a part in the helping process of the child . For exam le 
in the case of Stephen, t he teacher took much initiative in 
following the Clinic recommendations and in pointing out t he 
change in Stephen . As the child is i'u..rther studied and 
48. 
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treated at the Cl inic there is a good understanding of his 
needs 1-1hich are then interpr eted to the t eacher so t hat she 
may know what to expect from the child. We are all aware of i 
t he i mportant rol e the t eacher plays in the life of the child.J 
II I Therefore the teacher must play an important role in the 
I 
feel himself a part of the ·" team". Perh aps, as was done 
I 
I years ago , the teacher could be invi t ed to sit in on staff 
meetings of the Clinic in which one of t;he teacher's pupil s I 
I 
was being discussed so that she might contribu te information J 
and her thinking about the problem. 
The Broclcton School System is geared to the general wel-
fare of the child. Such progr~ns as the pre-school confer-
ence, the special cl ass for g ifted children and the testing 
progrru11 are all evidences of the i ncorporation of mental 
II 
l 
I 
,) 
I 
hygiene principles in its thinking. The educational consult- , 
an t i s an impor tant member of the school perso~nel, who has I
I 
affected the i ncre asing posl tive relationship betv.reen the I 
Clinic and the school. \ 
Perhaps vle should nmv look f01., further i mprovement in I 
Clinic-school r elations through self- awareness and examination! 
rather than looking only at the school and its need for II 
further understandi ng . 
I 
~pproveJ~fa~-ard K. Conant 
Dean 
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SCHEDULE 
Name 
Birth date Brith place 
Date opened -------------- Da te c los ed 
Source of referral 
Pr oblem as referr ed 
School grade at r eferral 
Age at entering school 
Schools attended -----------------------
Grades repeated ------------------------
Academic r ecord -----------------
I Q rating by school and clinic 
Duration of school problem 
Course of s chool problem 
Efforts at correction by school 
Teacher's atti t ude toward child 
Teacher' s atti t ude tm..rard clinic 
Treatment given by clini c 
Case No. 
Age 
Years Grades 
Consu l t a t ion with t eacher b psychiatric social worker 
II 
II 
1. 
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J. 
RECOMMENDED FOR CASE STDuY 
Name ______________________ __ School 
-----------------------
Date of Birth ______________ _ Grade Teacher __________ _ 
Parent' s Name ______________ _ Date Reco~mended __________ __ 
Parent's Address __________ __ 
Why recommended for s tudy : 
Tes t results availabl e from cQmulat i ve record card : 
I ntelligence 
Achie'Tement 
Building Pr incipal __________ __ 
Di strict Principal __________ __ 
